Abstract-A new kinematics rapid modeling method for N-degree-of-freedom (DOF) serial tendon-driven robotic mechanisms with N, N+1, and 2N configurations is proposed in this paper. Introducing the tendon-routing matrix (TRM) and equivalent radius matrix (ERM), which gotten by observing the routing topology of tendons, it is shown that all tendon routing can be described by two simple matrixes. The basic kinematic of tendon-driven robotic mechanism can be obtained by TRM and ERM. To avoid slackness in tendons and ensure to provide positive tendon tensions during the motion, the bias forces of the tendons is derived. To illustrate this method, the kinematic analysis of the Stanford /JPL finger is performed by TRM and ERM. The result shows that the proposed representation method can simplify kinematics modeling and analysis, significantly improve the kinematics modeling efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Tendons have been widely used for motion and force transmission of robotic mechanisms in the past decades, such as tele-robots [1] , parallel cable-suspended manipulators [2] , dexterous hands [3] , haptic [4] , exoskeletons [5] and rehabilitation [6] . Compared with traditional transmission technology, tendon-driven configurations (cables, timing belts, chains, etc.) have advantages of large workspace, low backlash and friction, low weight and inertia, simplicity in structure, full remote actuation, reconfigurabilty and transportability. Serial active tendon-driven robotic mechanisms with N DOF can be classified into the N, N+1, and 2N configurations. Fig 1(a) shows a single joint can be driven by one actuator with a pair of opposed tendons. A three fingered hand was developed applied this approach in actuation [7] . Fig 1(b) shows an example of the two DOF driven by three actuators with three tendons. Salisbury designed a three-fingered Stanford/JPL hand, and each finger has three DOF, which is actuated using four tendons [8] . Fig 1(c) shows an example of the one DOF driven by two actuators with a pair of tendons. The Utah/MIT Dextrous Hand was developed by using the 2N configuration [9] .
To better design tendon-driven manipulators, a lot of researcher work was performed. The kinematics and statics of articulated tendon-driven robotics mechanisms were investigated [10] . The kinematics of tendon-driven robotic mechanisms was analyzed by using non-oriented graph technique. Uyguroğlu et al. investigated the kinematics structures of tendon-driven robotic mechanism with the aid of oriented graph. According to the oriented graph representation of kinematics structure, angular velocity, and static moment equations of tendon-driven robotic mechanisms can be systematically deduced [11] . The methodology for the kinematic synthesis of tendon-driven manipulators with isotropic transmission characteristics was developed [12] .
International Conference on Electrical, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering (ICEMIE 2016) For the kinematics analysis based on graph theory, it is necessary to transform three-dimensional kinematics structure of the tendon-driven robotic mechanisms into two-dimensional graph representation. For the kinematics analysis based on non-oriented graph technique, fundamental circuit equations must be constructed for each pulley based on transmission lines. Combined with coaxiality conditions, the kinematic mapping relationship of tendon displacements and joint angular displacements can be obtained.
Combined with [13] , the kinematics analysis of tendon-driven robotic mechanisms can be divided into two fundamental parts: The first part is kinematics analysis of open-loop robot removal of the tendons and pulleys, to denote the mapping relationship between joint space and Cartesian space. The second one is the mapping relationship between joint space and actuator space with tendons and pulleys, which will be analyzed in this paper.
II. THE BASIC KINEMATICS OF TENDON-DRIVEN ROBOTIC MECHANISMS

A. General Assumptions
To adapt the scope of this work, tendon-driven robotic mechanisms will abide by the following assumptions [14] :
(1) All tendons are under tension and the amount of stretch in tendons due to tension is ignored.
(2) The frictions between tendons and pulleys are large enough to prevent relative slippage happening. (4) Each pulley has a revolving pair on its axis, and to keep a constant center distance, every pair of pulleys is connected by a carrier. Figure 2 shows an active tendon driven by an actuator. 
B. Kinematics of Transmission
be the tendon displacement, the actuator rotation angular displacement, and joint angular displacement vectors respectively, where k, m, and n are the numbers of tendons, actuators, and joints of the tendon-driven robotic mechanism respectively. The relationship among l , θ and q can be described by
The time derivative of the displacement vector can be expressed as t a = = l J q R θ (2) where t J is a k n × dimensional tendon Jacobian, a R is a k m × dimensional matrix, whose diagonal elements are the radii of pulleys attached on the actuators.
According to the virtual work principle, the transformation between the tendon tension forces and the joint torques can be written as
The tendon tensile force can be expressed as is used to adjust the tension in tendons, called as bias force, which has no effect on the resultant joint torques and allows all tendons to remain in position tension.
III. TENDON-ROUTING MATRIX AND EQUIVALENT RADIUS MATRIX
A. Functional Representation
In order to introduce tendon-routing matrix and equivalent matrix, functional representation is defined. The essential functional elements of the conventional drawing of a mechanism such as tendons, joint shafts, actuator units, driving pulleys installed on the output axes of actuator unit and driven pulleys connected with tendons and installed on the joint axes are usually considered in the drawing. And define the positive direction of tendon displacement to point to the motor driven unit, and choose the positive direction of joint and motor rotor angular displacements.
B. Tendon-routing Matrix
To describe the tendon routing for tendon-driven robotic mechanism, a TRM is introduced. t J is the tendon Jacobian and also called as TRM, whose elements are functions of tendon routings and radius of pulleys mounted on the resultant joints.
[ ] joint, the absolute valve of the element ij r is the radius of the pulley attached on the jth joint and routed by the ith tendon. If tendon i produces a positive displacement, and the pulley attached on joint j driven by tendon i rotates in the same positive direction with the joint angular displacement, the sign of the element ij r is positive, otherwise it is negative. Fig 3 shows the sign definition of ij r .
C. Equivalent Radius Matrix a
R is a k m × dimensional matrix, whose elements are the radii of pulleys attached on the actuators. When a reducer with reduction ratio n is attached on an actuator, the elements of matrix are specific value of the radii of pulleys attached on the reducer and reduction ratio. Thus, a R is also called as equivalent radius matrix. For the sake of simplification, let reduction ration n be equal to one in this paper. For N+1 and 2N
Configurations, ERM is a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal elements are the radii of pulleys attached on the actuators. For N Configuration, ERM is a generalized diagonal matrix,
r is the radius of pulley attached on the ith actuator. If the tendon reference direction positive direction of the actuator unit and is the same, the sign of the element is positive, otherwise it is negative.
IV. EXAMPLES
The method is universally applicable for N,N+1 and 2N Configurations. It is illstrated in this paper with one example of the Stanford/JPL finger which is a typical tendon-driven mechanism with N+1 configuration. The functional representation of the finger is shown in Figure 4 . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
A kinematics rapid modeling method for N-DOF serial tendon-driven robotic mechanisms with N, N+1, and 2N configurations is put forward. The TRM and ERM can be obtained by observing the routing topology of tendons in the functional representation. The basic kinematic of tendon-driven robotic mechanism can be obtained by TRM and ERM and the bias forces of the tendons can also be obtained. To illustrate this method, the kinematic of the tendon-driven robotic mechanisms with N+1 configuration is analyzed by TRM and ERM. The result shows that the proposed method can simplify kinematics modeling and analysis, significantly improve the kinematics modeling efficiency.
